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INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON CASE STUDIES
RESEARCH IN CHAPLAINCY CARE Day 1
In 2011 George Fitchett issued a call, “Making our case(s)”, to develop a body of
case studies in chaplaincy care for the sake of a firm foundation for chaplaincy care
research. Since that time he has been active with Steve Nolan to produce two
volumes of case studies in chaplaincy care and a special edition of Health and
Social Care Chaplaincy devoted to case studies. In the Journal of Health Care
Chaplaincy and elsewhere several case studies have also been published. The Dutch
Case Studies Project in Chaplaincy Care is a direct response to Fitchett’s call,
engaging chaplains and researchers in research communities to produce and evaluate
case studies according to an established format. Now that the start has taken
place, the international conference ‘Do we have a case? Case studies research
on chaplaincy care’ will take an initial comparative look at the published case
studies, clarify issues of method and evaluation, and contribute to consensus on the
direction of case studies research.>>

VENUE
Protestant Theological
University
De Boelelaan 1105 Amsterdam
The Netherlands

PROGRAM
MORNING SESSIONS - Opening Keynote Lectures
Jacques Körver: ‘Putting Chaplaincy Research
into the Picture. The University Center for Chaplaincy
Studies and the Dutch Case Studies Project’.
George Fitchett: ‘The State of the Art in
Chaplaincy Research: Needs, Resources & Hopes’.

REGISTER
sign up:
tiu.nu/UCGVconf
www.ucgv.nl/conference
Renske Kruizinga
+3113-466 2932
r.kruizinga@uvt.nl

Steve Nolan: ‘Lifting the Lid on Chaplaincy:
A First Look at Findings from Chaplains’ Case Study
Research’.
AFTERNOON SESSIONS - Case Studies Carrousel
‘Case study research reports from various countries
and various settings’
SOCIAL EVENING - Excursion in Amsterdam

Invitation proposals: We invite you to submit a proposal to present your own case
study research. Submit a proposal (400 – 500 words) in which you indicate:
the method, research process (experiences) and (preliminary) results of your
research. There will about 15 minutes to present, with a plenary discussion afterward.
Submit to: r.kruizinga@uvt.nl by December 19, 2018 - indicating proposal day 1.

INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON CASE STUDIES
RESEARCH IN CHAPLAINCY CARE Day 2
The conference will be organized by the University Center for Chaplaincy Studies in
collaboration with The Academic Advisory Board of the Dutch Association of
Spiritual Caregivers. The UCGV is a new cooperative venture of the Protestant
Theological University and Tilburg School of Catholic Theology. The purpose is
to enhance research on chaplaincy and bring together different fields of
chaplaincy care research in care settings, the military, prisons and community care.
At the conference we will look in depth into one specific chaplaincy research
methodology, that of case studies, in relation to the UCGV’s Case Studies Project.
The three basic questions we will be asking in the two days of the conference are: 1.
What are we learning from the published case studies in the context of chaplaincy care
research and of various settings of chaplaincy care? 2. What are we learning about case
studies research? 3. What are chaplains learning by producing case studies? Day 1 will
be devoted to the fruits of the case studies (question 1). Day 2 will take a closer look at
case study research (questions 2 and 3).

REGISTRATION FEE
1 Day €80,2 Days €140,Social Evening €50,-

PROGRAM
MORNING SESSIONS - What are we learning about
case studies research?
Jan Willem Veerman: Researching practices
Reflections on case studies research and beyond.
Gaby
Jacobs:
The
colla-borative research.

INFORMATION
Conference Language: English
Conference Team:
Dr. Jacques Körver
Dr. Renske kruizinga
Niels den Toom MA
Prof. Martin Walton
Conference chairpersons:
Martin Walton & Renske Kruizinga

use

of

narratives

in

'Squaring the Round'. Roundtable conversations on
matters of methodology.
AFTERNOON SESSIONS - What
learning by producing case studies?

are

chaplains

Reflections by chaplain writers of case studies
Niels den Toom: The role of the chaplain and the
role of the researcher. The function of research
communities.

Invitation proposals: We invite chaplains who have written and published (submitted)
case studies to present their reflections on the challenges they encountered and the
learning they experienced in the process of writing a case study for publication. You can
submit a proposal (300-400 words), there will about 15 minutes to present.
Submit to: r.kruizinga@uvt.nl by December 19, 2018 - indicating proposal day 2.

